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General Practice VII 
 Editing 

  

Editing is about perfection! 

 
 

Obey the rules of writing by editing.  

 
 

 People are judged by their writing. 

 Good editing shows intelligence and keeps your reputation strong. 
 

Editing is like house paint: it protects your writing and makes it look pretty. 
 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  
 

1.   potatoe chips sometimes known as potato crisps are thin sliced deepfried potatoes 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 
2.  the global potato-chip markit generates Total Revenue of $16.5 Billion anually 35% of snacks  

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  the earliest nown potato chip reccipe comes from england and comes in 1817 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  however one Legend state a restuarant customor complain about his thicklyfried potatos  

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

5. the angry american cook george crum return the potatos thinnerly cut and extra saltee  

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

6. suposedly the un-hapy customer loved them an they become known as saratoga chips 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

7.  todays chips with Nitrogen to preserv freshness, and for protection arive in Plastic Bags inflated. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

8.  the tasti-ness of Potato chips has lead to nutrishional concerns to much fat an salt 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

9.   in 2009, frito-lay spended $414 milion trying too improve and reduce the chips un-healthy aspects 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

10.  reducing fat and salt in my opinion will help more chips in the Future be sold by companys. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

11.  potato chip in japan flavors include the following butter Plum pizza Teriyaki and mayonnaise  

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

12.  one famous brand pringles preses potatoe dough in to it’s familiar shape, and then fries it 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

13.  with such inovation and competishun, what will potato chips look likes in 10 years askd ted?  

                      _______________________________________________________________________________ 
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ANSWER KEY 
 
 

General Practice VII 
 Editing 

  

Editing is about perfection! 

 
 

Obey the rules of writing by editing.  

 
 

 People are judged by their writing. 

 Good editing shows intelligence and keeps your reputation strong. 
 

Editing is like house paint: it protects your writing and makes it look pretty. 
 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  
 

1.   potatoe chips sometimes known as potato crisps are thin sliced deepfried potatoes 

 Potato chips, sometimes known as potato crisps, are thin sliced, deep-fried potatoes. 
2.  the global potato-chip markit generates Total Revenue of $16.5 Billion anually 35% of snacks  

     The global potato chip market generates total revenue of $16.5 billion annually (35% of snacks).  

3.  the earliest nown potato chip reccipe comes from england and comes in 1817 

 The earliest known potato chip recipe comes from England in 1817.  

4.  however one Legend state a restuarant customor complain about his thicklyfried potatos  

 However, one legend states a restaurant customer complained about his thickly-fried potatoes. 

5. the angry american cook george crum return the potatos thinnerly cut and extra saltee  

 The angry American cook, George Crum, returned the potatoes thinly cut and extra salty.  

6. suposedly the un-hapy customer loved them an they become known as saratoga chips 

 Supposedly, the unhappy customer loved them, and they became known as “Saratoga Chips”. 

7.  todays chips with Nitrogen to preserv freshness, and for protection arive in Plastic Bags inflated. 

 Today’s chips arrive in plastic bags inflated with nitrogen to preserve freshness and for 

protection.  

8.  the tasti-ness of Potato chips has lead to nutrishional concerns to much fat an salt 

 The tastiness of potato chips has led to nutritional concerns: too much fat and salt. 

9.   in 2009, frito-lay spended $414 milion trying too improve and reduce the chips un-healthy aspects 

  In 2009, Frito-Lay spent $414 million trying to improve and reduce the chips’ unhealthy aspects. 

10.  reducing fat and salt in my opinion will help more chips in the Future be sold by companys. 

 Reducing fat and salt, in my opinion, will help companies sell more chips in the future.  

11.  potato chip in japan flavors include the following butter Plum pizza Teriyaki and mayonnaise 

    In Japan potato chip flavors include the following: butter, plum, pizza, teriyaki, and mayonnaise. 

12.  one famous brand pringles preses potatoe dough in to it’s familiar shape, and then fries it 

 One famous brand, Pringles, presses potato dough into its familiar shape and then fries it. 

13.  with such inovation and competishun, what will potato chips look likes in 10 years askd ted?  “With 

such innovation and competition, what will potato chips look like in 10 years?” asked Ted  
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